
AlphaMCS 2.05 Webinar Q&A 

 

Care Coordination 

Q: IDD Monitoring Notes, the care coordinator must respond to all questions with a yes/ no to 

enter. They have to enter 55 questions? Can we get exceptions, because there are some 

questions that are not answered very often? 

A: That was the SME group request. Can revisit with SME group to determine if a change is 

needed. Will have to discuss with internal leadership. We can follow up offline with those 

individuals more appropriate to respond.  

 

Q: Issues trying to load documents. Can’t see what documents are in there in order to know 

which need to be loaded. 

A: Can go through the Patient Module to see all documents associated with that patient. 

 

Q: Wanted to ask if the task due date can be changed on the front-end from 14days to 30days 

for example. currently it is defaulting to 14days. 

A: Yes. It’s defaulting, but you can adjust as needed.  

 

Q: I was asking not for individual clients but we want to do it at a task level. 

A: Currently, that functionality is not in the system. But it can be an enhancement request. 

 

Q: Is the Slot Scheduler no longer "open access"... the CC has to create their own openings on 

the SS? 

A: There were no changes from V1 to V2 in the slot scheduler, but if you are seeing differences 

in your UAT environment, I would contact support and ensure resolved during the UAT time 

frame.  

 

Q: How do you get consumers into the slots? My understanding was there were going to be 

changes in v2.  

A: There were no changes from v1 to v2, it was a straight conversion.  

 

 

 



Q: I can go on the provider portal side, and enter slots for IDD intake. I understand with this new 

version, I won’t have to do so on the provider portal side. But when I put in a months’ worth of 

available slots, Access is going to be able to place individuals in those slots.  

A: There may be some confusion. The provider portal was a straight conversion, although it 

may look different. There were no changes from v1 to v2.  

 

Q: On the task that you’re setting up, we would like to establish a number of days based on 

task. Items like budget, we usually need to complete within 30 days.  

A: We do have one other option that’s based on DOB, to set task based on the members DOB. 

Not sure if that would be an immediate change we could make, or if it would have to be a future 

build.  

 

Q: When you load your caseload, defaults to 10. Most caseloads are 25+, so would save steps 

to not have to change to All.  

A: We have to find a balance with latency and screen loading. We have come across issues in 

the past with the number of users and size of the screens, that is why all grids default to 10. 

Could possibly be something we look at in the future.  

 

Q: What if they're active CC recipient for MH/SA but also need a referral for I/DD CC? 

A: If they are already on someone’s caseload, it might be an issue of adding a clinical tag? But 

because they are already on someone’s caseload, would not need another referral. That would 

be handled outside of the referral process according to your organizations workflow. 

 

Q: Does the CC need to create a call-in order to make the referral... or is this just a different way 

to show us how the CC makes the referral? 

A: No, a call does not need to be created. You can just create it from the Patient’s record or 

Care Coordination module.  

 

Q: In the calls module, you did the CC referral off of the call as demoed. But that still didn’t get 

them into a slot. 

A: There is the referrals button as you know it, then there is the CC referral. They are two 

separate things. Referrals will be reviewed during the Calls webinar. 

 

 

 



Q: Will the Call Center’s staff have to both place them in a slot, as well as make a referral via 

the CC referral.  

A: Will be based on the MCOs business process. The CC referral is intended to manage a 

person getting into a caseload with an episode of care. Your organization may decide that CC 

referrals should not be used, and best practice according to your workflow.  

 

Q: When looking at the referrals module, is it possible to find additional ways to sort. I don’t 

want CC to have to sort through all the referrals. Is there a way to sort by county or hospitals, or 

some other means that can distinguish? Can we add County in the Filter? 

A: Can search by Referral Type. Adding County is possible, but not sure if that is something 

that will be able to be available in this build. Will also be able to immediately know which are 

assigned them. 

 

Q: How are people going to know who to assign the referral to? 

A: It’s a twostep process. We will introduce this functionality, and the second part is that in your 

organizations, determining how you’re going to use said functionality.  

 

Q: Will it be similar, so when assigned MH/SU Care Coordination may be a different supervisor, 

so that when assigned, will have those MH/SU Care Coordinators? 

A: There is no delineation. So, when Assigning a Care Coordinator, all Care Coordinators are 

populated.  

 

Q: How does ‘Your List’ get determined? Who determines that assignment. 

A: The system knows to assign referrals that you have created or that are assigned to you. It 

will show up in that list. The reviewer would assign. If you are going to be a reviewer, you will 

also have to be set up as a Care Coordinator. 

 

Q: If provider A submits a referral, and the MCO has someone reviewing all referrals, they can 

then assign to a supervisor to then assign to a Care Coordinator. 

A: If a provider submits a referral. Assign to reviewers. Reviewers then can assign to Care 

Coordinators. 

 

Q: How do you know who the CC Referral is assigned to? 

A: Once assigned, the “Current Owner” will indicate who assigned to. 

 



Q: The discharge notes. Will it only prompt the supervisor to complete discharge note? 

A: Care Coordinator will create discharge from their caseload, and will submit the discharge to 

the supervisor for review.  

 

Q: How does management know when tasks are due? 

A: This would be an Enhancement Request, but sounds like a great idea. 

 

Q: When we go into Care Coordination > Care Coordination Home, it only displays the caseload 

and notifications for the person logged in. As a supervisor, they will not be able to see anyone’s 

overdue tasks. How will the supervisors manage their staff? Will there be a report created? 

A: It was designed around Care Coordinators. But I think a report enhancement request for this 

may be feasible. 

 

Q: Can the notifications for Tasks due be sent to more than one person? (i.e. Sent to CC and a 

Supervisor) 

A: Currently it only goes to the Care Coordinator, but could be a good enhancement suggestion. 

 

Custom Field Management & Reports (Some questions were inaudible) 

Q: How are custom fields going to be captured on the database side? 

A: Will be addressed during technical call.  

 

Q: Are there limitations on using the same field name in different modules? 

A: You can use the same custom field name.  

 

Q: How many custom fields can be added? 

A: There is no limit to how many you can add. 

 

Q: To add a custom field is that a single or group permission? 

A: It’s a single permission.  

 

Q: Does the MCO have the ability to customize the logo? 

A: The report will display the specific MCOs logo, and can always be updated.  



Calls & Enrollments 

Q: How can you tell if the member has already called once you put the member in the call? 

A: In the ‘Create Call’ and ‘Update Call’, not currently a way to see the ‘History’. But Mediware 

will add the Details button in the ‘Create Call’ and ‘Update Call’ screen, so that you can see calls 

made for the member. 

 

Q: How will we make CC Referrals if it’s a new enrollment? Will the MCO be able to use the CC 

Referral button on a Client that is unenrolled? 

A: It should only be available for active members. 

MCO Statement: You can place an unenrolled patient into the scheduler. Though current 

workflows allow for CC referrals via the slot scheduler, that is different from the CC Referral. 

Members have to be enrolled for a CC Referral.  

 

Q: The CC Referral dropdowns can be determined by the MCO, Reason for referral? 

A: Yes 

 

Q: Any chance of getting this moved out from under UM? 

A: That can be discussed in the future. 

 

Provider Network 

Q: If I make changes to the serving counties will the system keep the history of the changes 

A: Until there is an effective and end date, the best way to handle that might be instead of 

changing the existing record, go ahead and add additional County, and make the former county 

inactive for now.  

 

Q: If you enter a date in the contract term field does it impact claims? What is the difference 

between the contract term date and the termination date? 

A: End date is used for adjudication. The contract Term Date is to serve as a reminder for 

evergreen contracts for example, to provide Provider Network staff a reminder date as to when 

updates on credentialing is needed.  

Q: When adding services do you have to input a definition? 

A: No. That is a change on the contracts Details screen. Intended to make the setup less 

tedious. You can select either. The definition reduces the services to those under the selected 

definition.  



Q: If information is updated in Provider Maintenance will Clinician Maintenance automatically 

sync to reflect the same information? 

A: Any changes made to the Clinician Record, will mirror in Clinician Maintenance. 

 

Q: Please tell us about the Update All? 

A: This button is available in the Clinicians tab under Provider Maintenance. This option allows 

you to update all clinician’s records by entering an effective start/end date, and active status.  

 

Q: Under Provider Notes - What are the effective and end dates related to? 

A: The document. If the document you’re attaching has a particular expiration date.  

 

Q: Can the Provider see what is in Provider Notes or Provider Docs? 

A: Only can see Provider Notes if the ‘Display in Portal’ checkbox is selected. Nothing else has 

been updated. 

 

Q: Can you change the name from ‘Contract Term Date’ to ‘Contract Renewal Date’? 

A: This would be considered an enhancement. Mediware should discuss change with MCOs. 

 

Q: Will the MCOs need to add all benefit plans to all provider setup? MH, SUD, IDD benefit 

plans when setting up a new provider? 

A: Yes, the provider will have to have the benefit plans and services set up contracts.  

 

Q: Statement: Under Site Contacts, cell phone number should not be required. 

A: Mediware agrees. This will be addressed so that cell phone is no longer required. 

 

Q: Can you move the Contract CD to left side under contract details? 

A: Will manage off line any requests for changes in aesthetics.  

 

Q: Copy Contract: Does it move the authorizations to the copied contract? 

A: No. It copies the contract detail. Does not affect authorizations at all. 

 



Q: Will contracts be added per site or per provider like before? 

A: By provider. 

 

Q: For Provider Notes is the eff date and end date mandatory 

A: Yes, if a document is updated.  

 

Q: Does suspension end date the sites? Will Suspension on Suspension tab affect the claims? 

A: This tab has the same functionality as V1, and only allows specific contract detail 

suspensions. 

 

Q: What are the NC Tracks Benefit Plans. 

A: These were formerly Target Pops.  

 

Q: Does Alpha currently require all target populations to be attached to the contract details? We 

don't manage that in PN at this point so I don't know how that works currently. I think IT attaches 

Medicaid or IPRS benefit plans to contracts but not at the target pop level. 

A: There have been no changes from v1 to v2, so should function the same.  

 

Q: Statement: If you put an end date on the contract then no auths can go past that date. 

Generally, a State contract is for 12 months and that causes problems for auth being generated 

beyond that date. 

A: This requires additional research and response. 

  

Q: When attempting to add a service on the ‘Add Service’ under ‘Contract Details’, can we 

make the ‘Service Code’ field a predictive list so that the service code can be entered? 

A: This request has been received and is being reviewed by QA. Some staff are not aware of 

definitions, and wants to be able to search by service codes.  

 

Q: Will the service end date pre-populate? 

A: Yes, this will pre-populate to the Contract end date.  

 

 



Q: Why is there a Setup Wizard button on the provider record under Provider Maintenance grid. 

Why would you need a setup under an established provider? 

A: If a provider record is saved during provider setup, prior to completion. The user can return to 

the setup and decrease the time and effort. If the setup is complete, ‘Update’ would be used.  

 

Q: Why, when creating a clinician, do you have inactive sites listed under ‘Provider 

Associations’? 

A: Mediware is determining the best way to address this issue. 

  

Q: Is "Department" used only for MCO staff or is that something to be used for Provider/Portal 

staff as well? 

A: Intended for MCO staff since they are the only ones who create notes in MCS. 

 

Q: Currently on Provider Specialties, we can’t update to add a site, we just have to add it again. 

Is that fixed now? Currently there are clinicians associated with the provider, and not the site, 

and so there’s a blank site. 

A: This maintains the site name in order to maintain the history. The site will remain blank until a 

clinician is associated with a site. 

 

Q: Is packet ID the same as provider ID? If packet ID is not the same as provider ID can you 

search for a packet by provider ID? 

A: In the filter, there is an application number, as well as provider name as an option to filter by. 

 

Q: When creating a PSV what is the Credential ID? Is this prepopulated? 

A:  These are defined by the MCO. 

 

Q: If an end date is entered at the site tab will this end date the service details in the contract as 

well? 

A: Contract details are based off the Contract effective and end date, and so will not end date.  

 

Q: When will the bugs be completed for testing. Should we just still report all issues we 

encounter in this module? 

A: Yes, also reference the ‘2.05 UAT Known Issues’ under Solutions in Salesforce for additional 

updates. 



Q: Can the credential ID not be required? 

A: This is being discussed with QA, and apparently some MCO’s want this feature. It would be 

considered an enhancement. 

 

Q: Will the NPI number on the Credentialing + credentialing Create page update, once 

searched and verified to already exist in AlphaMCS while attempting to create a provider. 

A: Yes. 

 

Q: If clinicians are not associated with the provider's site that they bill out of will claims deny due 

to this? Even if the clinician is associated with provider at another site. 

A: If the clinician is associated with the provider, and all other elements are correct for the claim 

to process, it will not be denied based on the site the clinician is associated with. 

 

 Clinical 

Q: I’ve always wanted to be able to view a snapshot of the SAR when in the auth module 

making adjustments to the auth, and we’ve never had the ability to do that, is it possible to do 

that now? 

A: There is case in product management right now, but this is a straight conversion from version 

1 to version 2, but that is something that we can look at in the future.  

 

Q: Do we have to enter in the entire name of the provider to search or filter for them? Or just the 

1st couple of letters? Thanks! 

A: Just the first three letters of the provider name.  

 

Q: When SARs are being entered, ineligible sites, those end dated, are still being listed in the 

dropdown. Should that be corrected? Creates many rejected auths because the wrong sites are 

selected. 

A: They need to exist in order to create retro authorizations. May need to determine if there is a 

way to differentiate between active and inactive sites.  

Q: There were mentions of flagging a note, as well as a clinical tags. Is there anywhere for UM 

to see that something has been flagged, all flags in one place, other than clicking on multiple 

consumers or records to see that there is an existing flag? 

A: Mediware is reviewing, and will follow up with this enhancement request.   

 



Q: Where budgets are updated, have there been any fields missing? 

A: Some fields were rearranged, but none should be missing. But if you see that something is 

missing please let us know.  

 

Q: Is there any option on the Print SAR screen? The print option for the SAR itself resulted in a 

16.6534 inch document. Can that be corrected? 

A: Development has separated the file so that it prints on numerous pages. 

 

Q: Can the budget give an error when the incorrect amount is entered, specifically in the base 

budget expenditures? 

A: Currently, the Base Expenditure Amounts that are calculated will give an error if the incorrect 

amount is entered is Non-Base Budget Amount, Provider Directed Amount, Employer of Record 

Amount, and Agency with Choice Amount. The amounts above in these in the Base Expenditure 

section are not calculated in the total. There were no changes from v1 to v2. 

 

Q: What is the function of the flagged for UM on their note? It would be helpful if this is 

functional, because Care Coordinators are placing important information there and think it’s 

being provided to UM. 

A: When Care Coordination adds this flag, it pushes that particular patient note to the top of the 

list. 

 

Q: Can you clarify the difference between the green and red asterisk in the SAR? 

A: Red asterisk is required to save prior to submitting, and green is needed to save and submit.  

 

Q: Can the authorization letter still be printed from the authorization module? 

A: Yes. 

 

Q: Can we still upload the adverse decision letter to the provider communication tile after the 

SAR has been finalized. Are we still able to do that? 

A: Yes, you can still do so. 

 

 



Q: If you’re trying to add an amount which is more than the total budget amount of base and 

non-base budget amount, it is accepting. There is no error, and there should be one to let you 

know that you’re over budget. 

A: There is an error depending on what values are entered and where. Currently, the Base 

Expenditure Amounts that are calculated and will give an error if the amount is more than the 

total budget amount of base and non-base amount are the Non-Base budget Amount, the 

Provider Directed Amount, the Employer of Record Amount, and the Agency with Choice 

Amount. The amounts above these in the Base Expenditure Amounts section are not calculated 

in the total. There were no changes from v1 to v2. 

 

Q: If we are going to close out a SAR because it is in peer review status, and we’re going to 

enter clinical justification into the comment box, and a document is uploaded there. Can the 

provider view what is uploaded? Anything we put in the top box into the clinical justification and 

comment section, is auto populated into the letter that goes out to the consumer and guardian. 

So, will an attached document also be viewable? 

A: The note from the clinical justification is added to the letter but nothing else. No document is 

viewable by the provider. 

 

Q: The locked patient notes feature, can it be unlocked and viewed? 

A: This was a recent change control, and based on that conversation it will be able to be 

viewed, but not changed. 

 

Q: Banner information at the top is no longer in the SAR or clinical module, can it be opened? 

A: It can be opened by clicking the sideways blue triage to the left of the consumer name once 

the SAR record is selected.  

 

Q: Where is the ‘memory list’ or breadcrumb feature that allows the user to go back to places in 

the system where you’ve been. 

A: Click on where it says ‘MCS+’, and then select your name, you can view that history. 

 

Q: In routing rules, can you select more than one County or age group at a time? 

A: In the age group there is an all. In the County group, there used to be an All County and age 

group. Hasn’t been a problem because most of the time we route based on service, because if 

not one of the MCOs counties, a SAR can’t be submitted anyway. 

 

 



Q: Can you select more than one Routing Rule to Copy at the same time? 

A: The user can copy more than one rule at a time, but can assign only to one person. 

 
Q: What is ‘Route by Definition’ in Routing Rules? 
A: Routing Rule based on service definition.  
 
 

Q: Are F codes available for diagnosis? 

A: Any diagnosis code that is in the system will be available from the drop down once you start 

typing.  

 

Q: We still get providers who enter in the ICD 9 codes instead of ICD 10. Is there any way to 

take out the ICD 9 codes since none of the claims should be attached to ICD 9 codes? 

A: At this time, the consensus was to not remove them for providers that may be submitting 

prior to the implementation of ICD10. This can be brought back up at the CIO level.  

 

Q: Once comments have been saved, can they be altered?  

A: Once the comment has been added, it cannot be altered.  

 

Q: We have several additional types for Provider Communication Comment Type. I don't see 

them on your drop-down menu. Will those remain an option for us? 

A: Those are created in your own drop-down list and they are MCO specific. The ones shown 

are going to be different than what you have in your database.  

 

Q: Why is an e-mail sent when you create a clinical justification comment? 

A: Only an email is sent for that type of note when more information is needed.  

 

Q: If we upload a document in the Clinical Justification box when we type in our comment-- will 

it automatically populate in the Patient Module? 

A: Yes, it does. It will be in the Patient Module under Details> Doc,Assignments >Clinical Docs. 

 

 

 



Q: My understanding is that an e-mail is only sent when you create a provider communication 

comment 

A: Communication tab is used to exchange information from Provider and MCO and email is 

one method of communication used. 

 

Q: Are documents able to be uploaded after the SAR decision is finalized? 

A: Once the decision is final, no updates can be made to the SAR.  

 

Q: Is there a character limit when creating a Patient Note? 

A: 8000-character max 

 

Q: On Clinical option to NC Track Benefit plan, should it be 'NC Tracks Benefit Plan' with an s? 

A: This has been updated to show NC Tracks Benefit Plans. 

 

Q: Any way to be able to view the SAR attached to the Auth in the Auth Module? 

A: Currently, there is no way to view the SAR from the Auth module. The SAR is only viewable 

within the SAR module. 

 

Q: Will only designated staff have access to assign slots from the RUN?  

A: It is based on permissions.  

 

Q: Can the document and effective date fields have a required field on the Create Treatment 
Plan? 
A: They become required once a document is uploaded. 
 
Q: In the Treatment Plan, if I enter an incorrect effective date it’s not allowing me to make that 
change.  
Is there a way that the user can go in and make that change instead of contacting Mediware? 
A: No, not at this time. But this may be a great future enhancement.  
 
 
Q: Where are the approval letters located for SARs for printing so that care coordinators can 
send them to DSS?  
A: The approval letters are located under SARs>Services>View at the bottom of the document 
titled ‘Preview Document’. 
 
 


